Scenarios Explore
Urban Nanotechnology Futures
Will resource-efficient corporate campuses
provide gentrified and convenient places to
work, live and play in Phoenix? Will alleys
become zones for creative and communal
encounters blending private and public
space? Both futures are plausible given
Phoenix’s historical and emerging sociotechnical trajectories.
Visualized scenarios offer a way to imagine
how a city’s future might play out – here
supported by information collected in the
Nanotechnology in City Environments
(NICE) database (http://nice.asu.edu/)
and by design proposals that cohesively
captures the technical, cultural, and
aesthetic influences acting on a city.

At a recent seminar in Washington, DC, Darren Petrucci, professor in the ASU
Design School, and Rider Foley, postdoctoral scholar with CNS-ASU, presented
visualized scenarios as a new tool for science policy. A video of the DC-CSPO
presentation and the scenario video are available on the CNS-ASU Vimeo channel
at: http://vimeo.com/88409526

One scenario
depicts the
integration of
work, live, and
play on a
corporate
campus in a
futuristic Phoenix.
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